Why join the International Village?
Connect with people from all over the world!

We have the belief that we live in an interconnected world!
To thrive in this world means to know and understand people from other parts of it!
Create and build relationships with a variety of people!

The international village is located in one of the newer residence halls, and allows you to live closely, interact with, and build relationships so many different people!
Get the chance to learn and experience new cultural things!

Weekly village talks take place that provide students with new information and experiences from chatting with each other to getting to hear from a guest speaker.
Get the chance to go on fun educational trips and adventures!

We take many trips and do a ton of fun things as a village! From hiking, going to Cincinnati, going to events happening on campus, to even planning your own trips during holidays with the new friends you’ve made!
What the students have to say...

I’ve made so many amazing friendships through the village! Joining an LLP was such a great choice! - Jordyn H.

I’ve gotten to participate in so many new things with the village. It made me a better student! - Whitney W.
Come Join a place where you can connect with parts of the world!